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In memory of Judge Charles
E. Teale of Brooklyn, Mrs.
Chalmers offers a prize of
twenty-five dollars for the
best piece of exposition to be
submitted to HIKA during
the first term. No restrictions
in length or subject-matter.
The award will be announced
in May.

HIKA is pleased to announce
that Mr. Robert A. Weaver of
Cleveland offers a ten dollar
prize in books to the most
satisfactory reply to the ar
ticle in the last issue entitled
"Kenyon Needs An Educa
tional Streamlining" by R.
Donald McCleary.

IN COMING ISSUES OF HIKA:
An aritcle by Don McNeil on tennis and his travel.
An article by Dr. Richard Salomon.
An article by Dr. Paul M. Titus on Unemployment.
An article by J. William Clark on the John Hopkin's Hospital.

In view of the great interest in current events in Europe and in the
matter of college curricula, HIKA will print more articles written by Ken
yon students who spent the summer in the midst of all the war prepara
tion and who are interested in a change in the present system. They will
appear in later issues.
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Middle Age
By Peter Taylor
She was too good for less human treatment.
He had to go home for dinner these two nights a
week, for the sake of his conscience. Tonight
she had a dish of string beans cooked with country
meat on the table when he came in. The odor of
the cured fat struck him when he opened the front
door, but he couldn't believe it until he went
back to the dining room and saw the dish on the
table. "Good God," he said to himself, "Where
did she get fresh beans at this time of year?"
Presently his wife, who was, like himself, past
fifty, came through the swinging door from the
pantry.
Ah," she said, "My husband is right on time
tonight. She came to him and undid the buttons
of his overcoat as she used to undo the children's.
She took his coat and folded it over the back of
a dining room chair as she would have a visitor's.
She knew that he would be leaving right after
coffee.
He leaned over the dish and smelled it and
then sat down at the place which was set for him.
He was directly across the round dining room
table from her place. She stepped to the pantry
oor and called, "Cookie, we're ready when you
afe.
She pulled out her chair and sat down.
Shall we have the blessing tonight?" she said
with hope in her smile.
O, let's not," he
said with a smile. It
was a cajoling smile.
"Alright, then." She
smoothed t h e table
doth with her fingers.
He served himself
r°m the dish of beans
and selected a piece of
?=*="?
the country m t for
ea
imself. H e leaned
hls head and
got one
j|Wwhiff 0f the steaming
dish. " You re too good
DECEMBER, 1939

to me," he said evenly. He pushed the dish across the table to within her reach.
"Nothing's too good for one's husband."
Cookie came through the swinging door with
a vegetable dish in each hand. She was a brown
and buxom negress, perhaps a few years older
than her mistress. She sat the dishes on the table
near her mistress.
"Good evenin', Cookie," he said to her as she
started back to the kitchen.
"Yesuh," she said and went on through the
door.
His wife was serving herself from a dish.
"Here are some of your baked potatoes," she said.
"Ah!" He said, "You are too good to me."
She passed him the dish.
"And here are simply some cold beets."
"Fine . . . fine . . . fine."
"Do you think we would like a little more
light?" she said. She pushed herself back from
the table.
"We might. We might."
She went to the switch by the doorway that
led to the hall. She pushed it twice and her hus
band said "Ah. . . . Ah," with each increase of
light in the room. It was a pretty small dining
room —at least seemed so in a bright light, for it
was an old house with
twelve-foot ceilings.
The woodwork was nat
ural walnut, but the pa
per was a pale yellow,
and no pictures were on
the walls. There were
two silver candle-sticks
and a punch bowl on
the sideboard. Through
mm
the glass doors of the
safe the cutglass ware
showed. The large light
fixture, a frosted glass
bowl, hung by a heavy
5

metal chain low over the table; and the bright
light brought out a spot here and there on the
cloth.
She was taking her seat again when Cookie
pushed through the door with the meat and the
bread.
"What's this? A roast? A rump roast? You're
outdoing yourself tonight, Cookie," he said.
Y all want all iss light?" Cookie said, blink
ing. And she sat the meat down before him.
Well it's . . . well it's cold water cornbread!" He took two pieces of bread from the
plate that Cookie held to him.
Y all want all iss light?" Cookie said to her
mistress who was choosing a piece of bread and
smiling ingenuously at her husband.
"Yes, Cookie," she said, "I think so. I thought
I'd turn 'em up some."
"Well, I c'd 'a done it, Mizz."
It s alright, Cookie. I didn't want the bread
burnt."
"Well, it ain't Judgment Day, Mizz. Y'all c'd
a waited. Ida' done it." She put the bread on
the table and covered it with a napkin that she
had held the plate with.
"It's alright, Cookie."
Cookie opened the door to go back to the
kitchen. As she went through she said, "Lawd 'a'
mercy."
His wife pushed her plate across the table,
and he put on it a slice of roast that he had carved!
"Any news from the 'chillun'?" he said.
"Only postcards." She began to taste her food.
That s just rotten
He brought a frown to
his face. "They ought to write you letters. They
ought to write you at least once a week. I'm goin*
to write the boys tomorrow and tell 'em."
"Now, please. They're well. They said so.
But they're just busy." She eased her knife and
fork down on her plate. He went on eating and
talked at the same time.
"I won't have that," he said. "They ought to
write their mother once a week. When I was in
med. school, you know how much I wrote Mama.
Father would have beaten me, I believe, and taken
me out. I ought to take them out just once." He
stopped eating for a moment and as he shook his
fork at her he spoke rather earnestly: "And just
one month I should forget to send her that check."
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His wife sat, slightly paled, making no pre
tense at eating. "Now, please. She has two little
children. I had a letter from her last week, writ
ten while they were taking a little nap. Remem
ber that she has two little children to look after."
Her lips trembled. "There's nothing for the boys
to write. They say on every card they miss being
home."
He saw that her lips were quivering and he
started eating again. He frowned. Then he smiled
suddenly and said as with relief, "I'll tell you.
Yes. You ought to go up and see 'em. You have
n't been up since they were both in med."
She wiped her mouth with her napkin and
smiled. "No, no," she said. And she began to eat
again.
Cookie came in with a little pan of hot bread,
holding it with a kitchen towel. She uncovered
the plate of bread on the table and stacked the
hot bread on top of what was there. With her
free hand she reached in front of her mistress and
felt of the untouched piece of bread on her plate.
S got col' on y'," she said. She picked it up in
her brown hand and threw it on the cooking pan.
She placed a piece of hot bread on her mistress
plate, saying "Butter't while 't's hot, now."
Her mistress pushed the bread plate across
the table toward her husband. She said to him,
"Cookie and I are going to get a box of food off
to 'em next week, like we used to send 'em in mili
tary school: Aren't we, cookie?"
'Fine . . . fine . . . fine," he said. He took a
piece of bread and began to butter it.
Cookie nodded her head toward him and said
to her mistress, "He heard f'om 'em?" The she
took several steps around the table, picked up the
bread plate, and she returned it to its former
place. She was fixing the napkin over it again"No, I have not:' He brought the frown to
his face again. They ought to write their mother,
oughtn't they, Cookie?"
Sho ought. 'S a shame," Cookie said. She
looked at her mistress. And her mistress put her
knife and fork down again. Her lips began to
quiver. She gazed tearfully at her husband.
He looked away and spoke out in a loud voice
that seemed almost to echo in the high ceilinged
room: "What are you goin' to send 'em, Cookie?
Cookie looked at him blankly and then at the
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butter plate which was in the center of the table.
"Whatever she say."
"Well, what do you say, Mother?"
She cleared her throat and ran her hand in a
series of pats over her thick and but slightly gray
ed hair that went in soft waves back over her
ears. "I had thought," she said, "that we might
get hold of two fat guinea hens."
"Fine . . . fine," he said.
I thought we might get some smoked sausage, not too new, and we might spare one of the
fruit cakes we've got soaking."
How does that suit you, Cookie?" he said.
Cookie was on her way toward the kitchen again. "Yesuh," she said.
He ate in silence for several minutes, took a
second helping of string beans, and another piece
of bread. She nibbled at a piece of bread. She
put more salt and pepper on her meat and ate a
few bites. And then she arranged her knife and
fork on her plate. Finally he put his knife and
ork down on his empty plate and with his mouth
still full said, There's not more, surely?"
She smiled, nodding her head. "Pie."
"No! . . . What kind?"
I cooked it myself." She picked up a little
glass call-bell beside her plate and tinkled it. He
sat chewing his last bite, and presently Cookie
appeared in the doorway with two plates of yelW'. lemon
topped with a half-inch of white
meringue.
This is where she can beat you, Cookie," he
as the cook set the piece of pie before him.
Cookie
..p
„ made a noise that was something like,
sss. She looked at her mistress and gave her
a go -toothed smile. She started to leave with the
mnner plates.
."Wait a minute, Cookie," he said. She stopan

°°ked at him with her lower lip hang-

Cookie0 p
corporosity'

^ Ntes of the pie.
n wantin' to ask you how your

WES

is?"

N' what, boss-man?"
"And furth ermore
ancest "
, I understand that you have
at his wife. She dropped
her ep °fS
yes to her plate.
What's he mean, Mizz?" Cookie asked,
Ending with the two dinner plates in hand.
DECEMBER, 1939

"Just some of his foolishness, Cookie," she
said with her eyes still on her plate.
He thought to himself that his wife was too
good to tease even a negro. He said to himself,
"She never has understood niggers."
"M' coffee's b'ilin'," Cookie said and she went
through the swinging door.
His wife looked up from her plate. "You
know Cookie never has liked to joke. Now,
please. Don't tease her. She's getting along in
her years now. Her temper's quicker than it used
to be."
He had finished his pie when Cookie brought
the coffee in. She brought it on a tray—two cups
and a kitchen pot. She sat a cup at each plate,
filled them and sat the pot on the table cloth.
"How's that church of yours comin', Cookie?"
he said.
"It's makin' out, boss-man."
"How about Dr. Palmer's cook, Cookie? Is
she a member in standing?"
"Sho. Y' mean 'at new Hattie." She looked
at her mistress and smiled.
He looked at his wife whom he thought was
shaking her head at Cookie.
"Yes," he said, "he brought her in from the
country."
"Yesuh."
"She's givin' 'im some trouble. Drinkin', ain't
she, Cookie?"
"Yesuh. I reckon she is." She tilted her head
back and gave him her gold-toothed laugh which
ended almost in a sneer this time. "She 'uz dancin' roun' outside chu'ch las' night an' say to me
she want to teach me how to do dat stuff. I tell
huh she's drunk, an' she say, 'Sho I is. I' teach you
how to hit de bottle, too."
He shoved his chair away from the table, still
holding his coffee, and laughed aloud. He saw
that his wife was looking threateningly at Cookie.
"What else did she say, Cookie?" he pressed her.
"O, dat gal's a big talker. De way she talk
'bout her boss-man's ter'ble. She talk 'bout enybody an' ev'ybody in town. She call names up an'
down de street."
"What sort of talk?" He leaned forward,
smiling, and winked at his wife.
Continued on page 27
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Poem
INVASION

by

John Nerber

Russian Gov. sources charged that the Finnish
Forces fought unfairly, PRAVDA, charged the
Finns with refusing to meet the Russian armies
in open combat, preferring guerrilla warfare...
N. Y.
Times,Dec.14 1939.

The cables are broken, the horses thrown
down in the cellars,
The riders escape by the floating river;
The forest is gone, relict of the earlier era,
And the houses burned, by order of killers
Leading their legions where never
The civil forces rode. O doomed this land
Whose trees thrust forward out of their season,
The Christmas green of the serving hand.
The cameras are lifted, though the films
are gone;
The blessed left desolate where they stand—
Their steeples are jacked, and the strongbox
broken
For the bin of wheat that grew in sun.
O doomed, and blood-riven, O perishable land!
The fox is in hiding, his querulous eye
Is sharper with fear, than cunning,
than cunning;
And the airmen wheel, over what was
once city!
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The decorative pillar, the bird
without wisdom,
Have fled this bare district,
Have gone with the wounded, the gold
reserves,
Westward; nothing is left, but the chasm
Filled with the cancerous, the blind,
and the wretched;
For the enemy must feed what remains
of the peasants,
Since they fight for their own—
The hills, the iron cocks, and the
introduced pheasants.

Did we kill, did we burn?
Our country in peril, were better left
lifeless,
Than shielding the enemy that came
For our dwelling, the fields and the barns;
But we were not laughless,
He paid for our farms, with dearer than bloodWe changed the terrain, created new maps,
And fled, and fled, leaving nothing
that stood!
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The Camera Considered
By Robie Macauley
Let it be clear at the beginning that the photographic art is not confined to camera work.
Gainsborough and the man who carved the dis
cobolus were photographers, in effect, as much as
Alfred Steiglitz is.
But in dealing with the upstart art of photog
raphy, we must necessarily make it respectable;
this is done by showing that it is, obviously
enough, not at all upstart, but that it possesses a
formidable genealogy. We may make it more
respectable, even yet, by applying to it the Critical
Method.
The first step of the critical method is Arbi
trary Division. If we are writing about fash
ions in clothes, we must divide the world into
those who wear shirts that button and those who
do not. This is a very stern and important part
of the method. The next step is the Historical
Narrative. It takes for a subject the history of
one o these divisions of the world and develops
' K? 1 SS ^reat a m*xture
reason and improbne>l!y uS P0ss^e:
the beginning men had
er uttons nor shirts, but lived their primitive
,ves in a complete and barbarous state of unshi
°howing this, we have the discovery of
that 1 M61 S^rts
button, and the reasons
turn; C men ^rom reyerting to nakedness or
anaD5 t0,hooks-ancl-eyes. After that comes the
is th S1S ° S^rtS and Shirt-Mindedeness, which

f

°f a"y eSSay'

and the analysis
the shirt as a social fact.
And in that
> we have a Method ready-made by
which we
COn^er respectability upon photographv F
f
ph
has had
°t0SraPhy needs Respectability. It
may note, among the more adtt'
vanced critics and
aesthetes for ten or fifteen
years. But this
respectability
has not penetrated
to the
provinces. Even now, you will find oldot
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fashioned writers contributing articles to the art
and the photography magazines entitled, "Is Pho
tography an Art?," and you will find provincial
drawing-masters in a place, say, like Gambier of
fering to argue that, "after all, photography is not
much of an art." And the Great Masses, consum
ers of Mr. Eastman's dollar Brownies, feel that it
is all to easy—you push a button and the drug
store does the rest — nothing at all like painting
Whistler's Mother, or The Doctor.
But all this fallacious reasoning can be de
feated by pointing out that Whistler's Mother
and all the photographs in the latest issue of Life
are of the same species, sprung from the same
desire to reproduce the world, or a small part of
it, truthfully. The one is done crudely with a
brush and oils and the other is done scientifically
with precise equipment and mathematical calcu
lations, but the motive is the same. And the mo
tive is the curious thing.
We can, arbitrarily, find two motives in art.
One is to create something unseen before—a new
kind of decoration for the world. The other is
to copy some part of the world in as real, and af
ter that, as pleasing a manner possible.
The recording or photographing motive is an
idea peculiar to men; a philosopher might call it
"innate." It is perhaps an evidence of the sense
of mortality in men, a sense of conservation. The
inescapable fact of death stirs them to store up on
earth something of themselves or their knowl
edge, kept from their own mortality by its en
during embodiment. Desire for immortality made
men create History, which is, in the end, a collec
tion of photographs.
The photograph, truly, is a record of the state
of things in a certain place at a certain time in
the world's history. It may be carved in stone,
it may be woven into a tapestry, it may be painted

9

on a board which has previously been prepared
with egg-white and glue, it may be turned into
language-symbols in a book, or it may be a record
ing on paper prepared with light-sensitive silversalts.
The photographic motive is an old one and
it has been corrupted. Since the first cave-man,
painting a record of a bison-hunt on his wall in
Spain, discovered that blue looked better on the
wall than brown and used blue where brown
should have been, photography has been a victim
of imagination. From this arose another motive.
Pleasing creations could be made on the cave wall
without much reference to the fact of the story,
but using it only as a point of beginning and a
point of recognition. This other motive is the
creative one. It develops new and decorative
realities without copying the old, familiar dispo
sition of reality. It puts the fundamental ma
terials of reality, shapes, lines, colors, sounds into
new arrangements. A Kandinsky improvisation
is the purest result.
And this much more imaginative and creative
motive had sad effects on its parent. Historians
soon wanted to be literary and to be stylists,
painters wanted their picture to look like the man,
and, even, perhaps, be a bit beautiful at the same
time. But photography overcame its esoteric off
spring in later Greece and in Rome. The statue
looked like the man, the picture looked like the
scene and nothing so foolish or ideal as imagin
ation intervened.
Aristotle's word, "imitation" was the most
important word in both art and critical theory for
Rome and the Renaissance, persisting until the
nineteenth century, and is even yet the true prin
ciple of objective and naturalistic art. The men
who worked from the other motive, Giotto, Michaelangelo, Goya, and many others, could never
compete in public favor with their naturalistic con
temporaries. Men liked photography and their
immense vanity delighted in the true reproduc
tions of themselves and their world. Beyond this,
photographic art could become gorgeously senti
mental, or take on a sort of realistic-idealism and
prettiness.
The medium of the photograph has a difficult
history. Writing, obviously, is inadequate to
realism. In writing, the reproductive idea travels
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through three main processes: the artist's image
into the abstract and imperfect medium of lan
guage, thence again into an imaginative sensorysimulation in the reader's mind. This is too dif
ficult. Sculpture is a consideration, and that
medium possesses two aspects to the senses. But
it does not have color, unless the statue is painted
as the Greeks' were—and theirs were hideous.
Painting is a more perfect medium, as it has both
form and color. This grew more scientific, more
like nature itself, throughout the centuries, while
the other mediums did not. Mosaics were abandoned for tempera panels and all fresco paintings
in the Renaissance. Tommaso Guidi in the fif
teenth century, the historians say, invented chi
aroscuro realism. Leonardo studied optics. Mantegna used startlingly-real perspective. The Van
Eycks discovered the better medium of oils. The
photograph began to be a satisfying imitation.
Beginning with the Italian camera obscura in
the Renaissance, what we call photography in a
particular sense, has had a long and painful progress. We may note a few important facts without
recalling the progress in detail. From Leonardo to
Daguerre, Fox, Talbot, and Hill, the men who
perfected the camera and the light-sensitive film,
were almost always artists who adopted this sci
ence as an advancement of their art, not scientists
interested in a hobby. Almost universally, these
men looked upon photography as not a new art
or a new science, but as an extension of paintingPhotography is nothing but the most complete
fulfillment of the realistic motive in painting,
which, according to my Natural History of Art
given here, is old, popular, and very honorableWhen the realistic painter sneers at "the a rt of
photography," he condemns his own art, because
he is practising the same delusion but with an
tique materials and Renaissance methods. F°f
it is quite certain that the camera contains all the
various inventions of previous painting, It has
a closer simulation of color in nature in the same
way that oil improved tempera. It has Masaccio
chiaroscuro, which was quite as revolutionary 1
its day as the camera is in its. The photograp
has perspective and form and can even be flia
to look three-dimensional. Besides this, it n0XV
has the advance of motion and sequence.
But the painter still says that photography lS
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not an art. He says that the painter has learned
to create his own chiaroscuro and his own per
spective, with few mechanical devices to help
him. The camera is almost entirely mechanical
and the process of making a photographic picture
is a somewhat scientific craft.
The photographer turns romantic and asks the
painter to disregard the method and inspect the
result. Are there not some pictures that compel
people who look at them to undergo the same
emotional response that a painting or a poem in
spires in them ? There are. Edward Steichen's pho
tograph America is one.
But photographs, the results, may be analyzed;
photography, the method, is more complex. It is
the strange offspring of a motive in painting that
discovered its mode of completest expression in
one part of science. Perhaps it is only half-art,
but its composition is so complicated and so much
a part of its history that we may label it merely
one form of nature-imitation.
We might take a popular painting of this
century for instance — one mentioned before,
Whistler's Mother. Besides the name Whistler,
the names Van Eyck, Massacio, and Mantegna,
along with all the Italian-Renaissance, Flemish,
and Romantic painters who influenced the style
might be signed.
This is fanciful, as Whistler absorbed the ele
ments to produce his stylistic and sentimental can
vas But a photographic picture is an example of
a production in which the elements of the
composition of the medium are not absorbed: hence phoography is an anonymous form of creation. Dagerre or Lewis, Fox, or Barnack have nearly as diect a contribution to the making of any photograp as its immediate producer has.
mce the means and various inventions in
P otography have been assimilated into a box, a
ip o celluloid, a piece of glass, and a square
sensitized paper rather than in the artist, photoaP y is less immediately human than painting.
But
earh A CVery e^ement in the process is man-made,
S
contribution to the photograph is
f
recti
° °ne man'S mind> And> thus indi"
t0gra
Dainf"' ^ °
Phy *s as much a human work as
f
an
and
° ^ odier ar^
the scientific means
firanh ^ ^nassimilable parts make every photohu y a work of hundreds of men, from
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Leonardo down. And the mass of knowledge each
photograph represents is a greater and surely as
admirable mechanic as that of painting. Since a
photograph is not the work of one man, but many
and a painting is largely the work of a single
artist, it may be said that painting is more a hu
man artistic expression, although the two ends, the
completed painting and the completed photo
graph, may perform exactly the same function:
to show the world as it is.
And this calls in a discussion of the function
of photography. The painter will almost always
describe the photograph as a non-exclusive, noncritical medium, the painting as a selection of de
tail, an artistic discrimination. But if he admits
it or not, the very purpose of this discrimination
is to produce a greater, though perhaps more
ideal, reality. The photograph of a landscape
records all the detail in the landscape, but the
natural eye, looking on that landscape cannot pos
sibly recognize all the details, as the eye is exactly
as selective and critical as the painting: there are
certain parts of that landscape that the eye "sees"
and there are millions of details that do make
an impression on the retina of the eye, yet cannot
possibly be comprehended. The painting is selec
tive in the same way, remarking certain important,
cohesive, and beautiful parts that are most pleas
ing and noticeable. The photograph is most like
the real landscape; the painting is most like your
conscious perception of it.
Some photographers have tried to imitate
painting. They have used texture-screens, bromoil transfer processes, and elaborate retouching.
But they have produced completely false photo
graphs, photographs which cannot serve the per
fect function of the photograph: reality. Because
the process of modern photography is the most
perfect approach to a real reproduction of the
world that men have ever made.
Because of this, photography cannot have any
more canons or limitations than the world has it
self. The history and definition of a photograph
justify its existence.
Granting the psychological reasons for photo
graphic art: that men, out of their sense of mor
tality want to preserve some part of themselves
or their world of knowledge in a relatively
Continued on page 25
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Phil
By Walter A. Southard, Jr.
The first time I saw
him I wanted to kick
him. George probably
I
brought him down that
>.
;
fall as an exhibit, as a
child will point out a
goiter. Phil was big
and fat, without any
definite physical defect,
but he had a loose face
that looked as though
\J
)m
if I had pushed my fin
ger into it, his cheek
would have folded around it.
"Glad to know
you," I had said imaginatively.
"Are you really?" he asked softly.
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"No."

"I assumed not. Few people are." His eyes
pouted.
"Whose fault is that?"
"Probably mine. People just don't feel charit
able toward me. I have a particularly unfortun
ate personality."
"True."
"Oh?"
"Don't turn yourself inside out so soon. Peo
ple aren't expecting it, and they don't like that
kind of surprise."
"You're not exactly oblique, yourself."
I had liked him for not becoming angry then,
but I came to hate him for it. He was only bio
logically masculine. His softness was entire. Ex
cept in conversation, where he ran no risks, he
was completely acquiescient. He was incapable
of decision. He walked with a ludicrous hesitancy,
as though he were selecting a special spot to put
his foot on. He used his hands with the tenta
tive gestures of a timid woman, and his voice curl
ed around the end of each word. He sensed my
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revulsion and attraction
to him, and in a macab
re way, I think he enjoy
ed both, I liked his con
versation, but not him.
"Some people like
me," he would smile.
"Some people like
cold soup."
"Or raw hamburger
with lard?"
i I
But he kept coming
I
to see me, and I even
began to look forward
to his visits. He was
never dull, and much as
I despised his effeminacy, a kind of friendship
grew.
He was then 20, and lived in the politely
poor section of town. He had had a year at Ohio
State, but had been forced to come home when his
father had died. His mother had a 25-dollar-aweek job reading proof for a publishing com
pany. The first few weeks after leaving schoo
Phil had looked uninterestedly for a job, but soon
abandoned that in favor of sleeping until noon,
listening to the radio all afternoon, and coming
to my house at night. Each day his mother woul
leave him fifty cents for carfare and lunch during
job-hunting. He bought two beers and two pac's
of cigarets each evening, and was satisfied wi
the arrangement. I soon gave up lecturing himHe was a psychological leech. The attention
that I gave him was his substitute for the approva
of society, and I was afraid to jerk it away
him. I think he would have cut off his hand,1
it would have helped him to be 'accepted' by the
kids I went around with. He would wait for 111
to return from a party, and question me pleading
ly about it. I don't quite know what he wan ted
me to tell him.
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His reaction to my friends put him in a sort of
secret service—so secret that neither side knew
which he was fighting on. His descriptions of
people I knew were barbed-wire and vitriol, but
he admittedly wanted above all else to be liked by
them.
I was careful not to introduce him to Jean, in
whom I was more than glandularly interested. I
know that every kid is sure that "this one's dif
ferent," but this one was. She was the typical
short-story heroine—pretty, intelligent, active. At
the time I was convinced that I loved her. It
probably was close-to it, because when I thought
about her in the morning I felt the same way. It
may have been that I didn't love her, only the
things she represented, but my 18-year-old mind
was uncritical.
Phil had seen her picture in the Sunday Plain
Healer society section, and since she was distant,
she was easily idealized by him. Phil and I would
go to Halle's every Saturday afternoon that fall
and listen to records. Phil would probe me about her. He never asked to meet her.
While I talked of her, along with the music,
fie seemed to collapse inside. Music did not have
for him the stimulation it did for me. It discour
aged him. Somehow he learned that Jean's fav
orite song was "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes." He
w°uld play it repeatedly, closing his eyes.
Apparently he was never bothered by the ques
tion of elastic ethics in evidencing so strong an
interest in my girl. Perhaps he felt that I had
ta en an unfair lease on the sun, and that he
should feel no qualms about trying to take it aWay from me. At any rate, I didn't worry. Jean
and I vvefe becoming closer, and I had begun to
epcnd 0n her to give me an objective much as
Phil depended on me.
\
^ristmas vacation Phil and I would
walk late at night through Clifton Park, with its
g omes and lawns, laughing at the good burgrs w ose artistic sensibilities were demonstrat
ed by stringing colored light s across their terraces,
, T1ey °ught to be riding to work on cows," Phil
6
had said.
•

un^er

our laughter we shared the maddenmg of the middle-class adolescent who
looks
an lcy hatred of economic
inea
lty anc* a passion to get for himself their
ee
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pleasures. Sometimes we would be quiet for sev
eral minutes, and I could not look at him. His
was the worst kind of loneliness—that edged by
evidences of others' happiness. I thought con
tinually of Jean on these walks, and resented
Phil's awareness of my mood, because I had
thought of it as a personal joy and sorrow, a mix
ture of desire and futility that lifted me a little
above others, that gave me an advantage over my
self. Sometimes, in unspoken desperation, we
would hurry to join my sister's parties.
Phil would expand at these times. He would
gather a group around him, and sway gently,
gesturing with a glass of ginger ale. "I am full,"
he would begin, "of the eggnog of human kind
ness and I cannot be restrained from educating
you." He told his stories well. He liked best the
one about the travelling salesman who stops at
the farmer's house and, of course, is told he can
sleep with the farmer and his wife in their only
bed. They have coleslaw for dinner, and since
both the farmer and the salesman have an inordinate love of coleslaw, the farmer refuses to let
the salesman eat what's left. So they go to bed,
with the farmer sleeping in the middle. During
the night the barn catches fire, and the farmer
rushes out. The wife leans over and says "Here's
your chance, stranger," so the salesman whips
down to the icebox and eats the rest of the cole
slaw. It's an old story, but Phil would polish it
wonderfully. If he were able to be happy, it was
at these times, but they were seldom.
Perhaps I know now why I hated him, and was
fascinated by him. He was socially what I was,
and am, mentally. "You do not live," he would
tell me, with an infuriating habit of tilting his
head and closing his eyes, "on an intellectual
budget as you should. You're in love with ideas
without being able to understand them, as you are
similarly in love with Jean. You can appreciate
both superficially but you can never command
them. You have sympathy without equipment."
Only once did I think of a suitable reply, and
even then I had to borrow it. I told him I preferred my intellectual insignificance to his stalling
"between puberty and adultery." He had laughed,
but I think he was hurt. Later he told me his
philosophy,' which I suspect had been manufac
tured in the meantime.
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"It's just that I'm not interested in the 'means'
without seeing whether the 'end' is worth it," he
had said. "The unfortunate part about it is that
I haven't found any means to let me see the end
first." It may have been simpler than that. He
had so much of the woman in him that he could
not temporarily sacrifice material niceties for
vague future rewards. He was fond of saying
"Better to have played and lost than never to
have played at all."
I would have agreed with him if he had en
joyed his play, but I doubt if he did. He was so
incredibly poor in sports that it embarrassed me
to play with him. When the Clifton Club spon
sored a dance for the college kids, he would
wheedle two or three dollars from his mother,
presumably to finance some worthy project, and
then use it for the dance. I have never seen him
dance. He would lean against the wall, with what
he too optimistically supposed a sophisticated
smile, and lazily watch the others.
My father did not like Phil. In itself that
wasn't enough to indict him, because my father
doesn't like me. But dad said one thing that im
pressed me; "He has the distasteful charm of a
ferret. You don t want to watch him, but you
can t help yourself. Dad despised any weakness
of character, which was perhaps his own greatest
weakness. Phil told him one evening of his de
cision to eliminate his conscience. "The way I
see it," he told us, "a conscience is a liability. It
is entirely a product of indoctrination." My
mother mentally counted the silver, and my sisters
laughed.
Mother was always quiet and polite with him,
the attitude that nice people' have with inferiors.
Phil sensed that, but since it was an attitude, and
not a fact, he was fond of my mother. "She's just
the way a mother should be," he told me, "simple,
and sweet, and uncritical."
My sister Pat was his favorite. She liked to
listen to him, but was clever enough to use his
ideas merely for entertainment. He had the
overly-cultured voice that men dislike and dis
trust, but it was suited to his whimsical moods.
His Utopia was to 'lie upon the daisies and dis
course in novel phrases," and for hours he would
diagram for Pat his ideas on social and personal
reforms, quoting Oscar Wilde, Gilbert and Sul14

livan, and Winnie-the-Pooh. When the folks
were away, he would stay overnight with me. He
insisted on sleeping in Pat's bed. For some undefinable reason, I didn't like the idea, but I al
ways finally let him.
Tom, my 11-year-old brother, was loudly con
temptuous of him. "He's a darned girl!" Tom
was absorbed in elementary chemistry and physics,
and in running a neighborhood newspaper, and
he understood just enough of Phil's comments on
the limitations of science and the prostitution of
the press to hate him.
With spring came extra work in preparing for
college. I had less time to see Phil, but miracul
ously, a few of my friends had become attracted
to him, almost against their will. Occasionally he
would go out with them, but they tired of his elfin
charm, quickly. At the beginning of the summer
he had begun to come again to my house every
night.
It is difficult to show a clear picture of Phil by
telling only reactions to him, but he had no hard
outlines. A faint clue might be his remark to me
when we were swimming. "You have a beautiful
body." I was a little uneasy about that for some
time, until I realized that he had* meant no more
than he had said. He admired grace and coor
dination in everything, and physically he com
pletely lacked it. His consciousness of it spawned
his two most pitiful and ridiculous bids fc>r
'glory.'
One night at a beach party we had planned to
swim, but the undertow was too strong. I went in
first, and came out at once, advising the others
not to risk it. Phil said nothing; but we watched
him run along the beach toward the breakwaterIn a few minutes he came trotting back, shaking
off the water, yelling that we were a bunch of
sissies. Somewhow I think he knew what we
suspected — that he had run out of sight, then
had rolled in the shallow water before he return
ed. I didn't see him again until two o'clock, when
our own strenuous showing-off in games had
made us too tired to see much glamor in our dates
or the night, and we were ready to go home.
Johnny Gregg, a well-liked, handsome kid
who played end on the Dartmouth football team,
and who was the embodiment of all that Ph
wanted to be, was drunk, and had wandered out
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to the end of the pier. We heard him yell and
hit the water. Phil was the first one there. He
jumped in about twenty feet from Gregg, and be
gan to splash futilely toward him. It made it
twice as hard for the rest of us, as we had to get
them both out. By the time that we were sure
they were all right, we too were in an unhappy
situation. Most of us hadn't taken time to re
move anything but shoes and coats, and it was a
cold night. Nobody spoke to Phil on the way
home.
Somehow Phil talked my father into getting
him a job in the can factory where I worked.
Dad, perhaps to punish himself for hating Phil
so intensely, had risked his own standing with
the president of the company by recommending
Phil. He was put on my line. His job was to hook
together the edges of a flat sheet of tin and hand
it to me for seaming. He was slow, and it irri
tated all of us on the line, because we got a bonus
or making out." One afternoon, when we were
almost 200 cans behind, I grabbed viciously for
the sheet he handed me, and drove it between
my thumb and index finger to the bone. The blood
spurted, and I ran for the first-aid room. When
1 came back, Ph'il was gone. He had quit the job.
It was two weeks before he came down to the
ouse. He was curiously arrogant, and offered no
explanation to dad or me. We asked him for
none and soon things were as they had been. The
*amiiy, rather than being disgusted with him, be
gan to regard him as a game. Mother wanted to
reform him, Dad to advise him, Nancy to
sneer
at him, Pat to laught at him, and Tom to goad
him.
ina PK i
^at^er
the futility of giv
en i k A u V^CC' kecause if Phil could have distinfe sned between good and bad advice, he wouldfpfK aVC nfeded anY advice at all. Possibly my
f USed Phil a* a replacement for me, since I
was
lrn a en
^s*:en
involved prefaces. °\f ^ ^ ^
y father didn't merely beat around the
bush.
USually wasn't even near the bush. He
iust k
1
ar
eager^ ^ °Und"
Phil would lean forward
wear J' uWlth S l0°k suggesting that he would
an(I it am
aS E iewel" P- Mattered my father
pflfl

would tell me, in weary detail, of his
home life.
mother was then necessarily comDlend,
y materialistic, and soon Phil's sole source of
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income was stealing milk bottles from neighbors'
porches. His mother, frightened and angered by
his inertia, would scream insults at him, and tell
the few people he brought to the house what a
failure she considered him. Her words had the
lash of her Irish temper, but he never defied her.
Nor did he try to find a job.
He would confide to me that he was sick of it
all, and wanted to kill himself. I had waited
hopefully too often to be pleased by the an
nouncement. Nothing ever happened. Then he
would come down and ask me to tell him about
hitch-hiking around the country. I would draw
as pretty a picture as I could. I told him of the
Golden Gate bridge in the moonlight, the herons
in Louisiana bayous, the forests of northern Cali
fornia and Washington, the mountains at dusk in
Arizona, the girls in Miami Beach, and Salt Lake
city, the 'business district' of Juarez, the kindness
of Texas, the suburbs of Toronto, the sun on the
wheat in Kansas, and Riverside Drive in New
York on Sunday. I had said nothing about the
missions, the cold, the dirt, or the discouragement.
I had hoped he would go, but he had too
much sense and too little courage.
I made the mistake of telling Jean about him.
Instead of being repelled, and appreciating me
more, as I had planned, she demanded that I
bring him around some time. I did. My con
fidence that she would be only academically inter
ested must have been apparent to her, for she
deliberately paid more attention to Phil than to
me. He was a calculating sensualist, who was
easily able to make a girl think herself such a rare
blend of all virtue as to dwarf Joan of Arc. For a
while I took an odd pleasure in taking him along
on all our dates. He had a way of making her
feel that he was an attribute and responsibility
of hers, that he was psychologically dependent on
her, that she was his personal religion.
Possibly he appealed to her maternal or pro
tective instinct, as the popular psychologists like
to say. Not understanding it, my defense was
cynicism.
After these evenings Phil and I would talk about her. He was always very careful to avoid
offending me while I was paying for beers, but
driving him home he would tell me of my errors
in my campaign for Jean.
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"You're trying to catch a lightning bolt in a
bear trap," he had told me.
"Who set the trap?"
"Well, then look at it this way. You're trying
to grow orchids in a sandpile. Girls may be hu
man, too, but you've got to make them think they
're not."
I had laughed.
"I'm not fooling," he had said. "They may
want physical love eventually, but you have to
give them a spiritual build-up."
"Yeah," I had smiled, "and an intelligent girl
is going to know that the advocate of spiritual
love is the guy who can't handle any other kind."
I disliked him most at that time for knowing
that with Jean I had never progressed beyond the
shadow-boxing he advised. He realized that I
was a 'nice boy' who tried to make people think
he wasn't.
"What does 'love' get you?" he once asked
me.
"Nothing."
"Then why do you work so hard at it?"
"Because, happily, it's the one thing that is
an end in itself, and doesn't have to be used for
anything."
"But you aren't creating love at all. You're
merely exploiting it."
"You didn't create Nature, either, but you
enjoy it."
"All right, but you aren't even enjoying what
you like to think is love. You're chasing some
thing you don't want to catch."
"The girls who don't run are the ones who
aren't chaste."
"Maybe if you relied less on rhetoric and
more on reason, you could see it."
"See what?"
"That in trying to wall her in you're walling
yourself out."
We never settled anything in these talks, but
we had the anesthetic satisfaction of thinking that
we were at least groping brilliantly. It now
seems odd to me that after our triangular dates I
never wondered whether I were not really the
weaker. I did not know if he ever visited Jean
without me, and I was too proud to ask either
of them. But I thought I knew what was hap
pening, because on our dates Jean gradually shift-
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ed from a preoccupation with Phil to an artificial
tenderness with me.
I stopped asking Phil along. For some ob
scure reason I could never tell him outright. Every
time I had a date with Jean I would fake an ex
cuse to Phil. Jean and I seldom spoke of him,
and I avoided discussing her with him.
I arranged a last date with Jean, for the night
before I was to leave for college. I carefully re
hearsed the things I wanted to tell her that I had
never had the courage to say. The setting, I re
flected pleasantly, would be just right—dinner,
the Farewell Dance in the clubhouse, and a stroll
along the beach, where the moon and I could
stare at each other, and I could tell Jean all the
thoughts I had so analytically worked out and
stored. They wouldn't seem silly then.
It was the kind of night that looked as if it
had been shipped from Hollywood. Coming home
from work I felt a chill of anticipation that made
me want to leap from the car and bound home in
fifty-foot jumps.
I was already half an hour late when I got
home, and by the time I had dressed, I was an
hour late. I drove fast to her house, and ran up
the walk. Her mother answered the door.
"Is Jean ready?"
"Ready. . . ?"
"For our date."
"Why, she left with Phil a few minutes ago.
Wasn't he supposed to pick her up?"
My spine was cold. I didn't even stop to
thank her. I made the three miles to the club in
two-and-a-half minutes. Johnny Gregg was
standing on the clubhouse steps. I yelled at him.
"Seen Jean tonight?"
"Yeah. With that screwball friend of yours.
"Are they inside?"
"Don't think so. Try the beach."
I raced down the hill, the tires sirening. 1 ^aS
cold all over, and shook with anger. I saw in
my mind a fat hand stroking Jean's hair, and an
other pressing her to him. This, I thought fierce
ly, is the excuse I need! For a second I felt elate •
For half an hour I frantically searched the
beach for them, thinking how I had wanted to
drive my chariot into the sun, and had fallefl
down the cellar steps instead.
Continued on Page 23
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Poem
by
Rorbert Lowell
CLOISTERS
Felicitious the man of brawn,
Also the man
Leading with words the fascinated crowd,
Self-elevated, trained and his life made;
A saint at least, whose heart and soul have ploughed
Experience in measured lines,
And whose designs
Of windy images, conveyed
To type, are in immortal bronze arrayed.
What if Lucina jerked again
Out of man's effete womb, some child
Bright with the experience, earnest
From sipping his aetherial origin;
Epicurean and an Hedonist,
Sheepishly he'd dispense
With books and music and the confidence
That bade him furnish sustenance
Flowers and amusement from himself,
Regardless of precarious health.
God of our fathers, what is man;
Whose body is a surly serving man
Indentured for a bread and water board
Unto a soul which can
No servant's maintenance afford;
He must sustain a mobilizing brain,
Inward consumption; or, at best,
The gamesome, body muscle-binds his brain?
Spendthrifts have laid up faith in books
Expecting for life spent huge interest,
Life's suction dessicates the hung up works.
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Bach In the Twentieth Century
By Richard F. Lemmon
Many people today, laymen and musicians alike, regard the music of Bach as the most diffi
cult, most enigmatic, and dullest music ever writ
ten. Much of the misunderstanding of Bach is a
result of the atrocious manner in which his music
is frequently performed; furthermore the listener
often tries to judge his music by twentieth century
standards, with the result that his music seems to
be incomprehensible. The main point of differ
ence between the eighteenth and twentieth centu
ries is that, whereas our originality lies in com
plete abandonment of all forms, Bach's original
ity lies in his treatment within conventional forms.
It is, therefore, necessary to understand the musi
cal ideas and musical forms of the eighteenth
century in order to appreciate Bach's music. The
chasm between the two periods is not so wide as
it may appear at first sight; although they differ
in many respects they are nevertheless alike in that
both prize the original, even though originality
is expressed in different ways.
In studying Bach, it is important to realize the
musical background of the age in which he lived.
Musical thought in the eighteenth century was un
dergoing just as complete a revolution as it is in
our own time. The most fundamental chang
that which was responsible for most of the others
—was a change in thought concerning the place
of music in the lives of men. Until the end of
the sixteenth century almost all the serious music
was composed for sacred and religious purposes,
and was all written in the conventional polyphonic style. But during the course of the seventeenth
century music acquired a secular as well as a relig
ious purpose. It was realized that music had great
possibilities as pure entertainment in addition to
its function in the church; consequently in the
eighteenth century almost every court in Europe
supported a group of musicians whose especial
duty it was to entertain the court. Bach himself
spent part of his life in such service. Certainly
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this "commercializing" of music was at least in
directly responsible for the beginnings of dra
matic music, which in turn necessitated a change
from counterpoint to harmony, from polyphony
to monody. For in an opera there must be solos,
and a solo, of course, by its very nature can not
be polyphonic.
Although Bach was in many ways a tradi
tionalist, he was also strongly influenced by
the new school of thought. He is best known for
his supreme skill in writing contrapuntal music,
his particular achievement being the development
of the fugue. In fact he reached a perfection in
this form which has never been equalled, and
probably never will be equalled by any subsequent composer. But one should not overlook the
fact that Bach was a master in other fields as well.
Of particular interest is his treatment of the many
German chorales. The harmonization of the
chorales as we know them are largely Bach s
work; he frequently wrote cantatas based on a
chorale tune—Etn Feste Burg for example—with
elaborate interludes between each phrase, He
frequently arranged the chorale tunes as organ
voluntaries, called chorale-preludes; the tune of
the chorale is written for a solo combination with
an elaborate accompaniment for the left hand an
pedal. He also wrote many brilliant vocal solos,
as well as a large amount of secular music. It |s
interesting to note, however, that even in Bach s
arias and other solos, there exists a certain type of
counterpoint between the solo part and the accom
paniment. The accompaniment is not a simple
progression of chords, as we might expect, but
rather it has a character of its own and plays an
integral part in the composition. Bach is, there
fore, a transitional composer; he wrote equally as
well in the field of melody and harmony as he di
in the various contrapuntal forms.
It is impossible to interpret Bach's music pf0P
erly without understanding first the instruments
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for which it was written, for although many of
the same instruments exist today in name, their
tone quality is vastly different. The pipe organ
especially has undergone so many radical changes
in the last hundred years that it is scarcely recog
nizable as the same instrument. The extensive use
of the organ in the theatre is responsible for many
of the evils which exist in the modern organ. Be
cause the repertoire of the theatre organist de
manded a large number of orchestral imitations,
imitative stops, such as the Clarinet, French Horn,
and Vox Humana (not to mention the Snare
Drum and Xylophone), replaced the bright mix
tures and mutations which formerly provided the
organ with a perfect balance of harmonics. Unfor
tunately the theatre type of organ became recog
nize for use in the churches, since it was cheaper
and more sensational; the inevitable result was
that the organ lost all of its individuality, for it
•s neither a good organ nor a good orchestra.
True 01
gan music loses its meaning when played
on an average American organ. A few modern
ers and designers have, after extensive re
search, been quite successful in building instru
ments founded on "
the basic principles of organ
r_ ,
cons ruction. Those who have heard these "clariorSans are amazed at finding a new beauty
s orSan music which they had never ber
ceZ SUTCtecL ComPosers of the eighteenth
aunt ^ A ^ended ^0r variety not so much on pr
rt6S aS they dic* on vafiety and contrast
of
x
sec^on
the tvvl *1° °f
^e organ, even
com
lete
from rk
T**
P
in itself, and differed
e ot er sections more in tonal character
than in
""ConventionTl'himSdf WaS extremely
shocking ,u \
registrations, frequently
c
h
binatinn
„
officials by his bizarre com
th°Se who are acquainted with
the notr)S i
estinn endature of organ stops it will be inter
net ° °°* that ^ registered one of his com-

s^ssasss:
with
manuals coupled VlTT* ,mechan,sm
W a
st^ action of
the eiehte hk
CentUFy °r&an throws considerable
light on m
be
music should
our modern electric action which
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operates faster than the human fingers can play,
it has become an accomplishment to play a Bach
fugue at break-neck speed. It is true that the
fugues are often marked Allegro, but if the Lit
tle G-Minor Fugue, for example, is played Alle
gro in the modern conception of the word, it be
comes nonsense. The old mechanical trackeraction organs were so slow in response and were
so extremely difficult to play that it would be
physically impossible to perform Bach's music in
the rapid tempos which are so often used today.
We may assume, therefore, that although Bach
used the same words to indicate his tempos, he
considered them all proportionally much slower
than we do today. The slow tempo of the Bach
chorale as compared with the usual hymn tune
tempo gives further conclusive proof. The swellbox was invented in England during Bach's life
time, but German builders were slow in adopting
the new device; it is doubtful if Bach often used
it. In fact, a device for varying intensity would
be of little use in playing music which depends
on contrast of tone color for its variety.
Much of what has been said concerning Bach's
organ music is true for his other instrumental
works. The standard keyboard instrument of the
century was the harpsichord, which, like the or
gan, depended on contrast of tone color for va
riety. The harpsichord is quite similar in action
and tone to the virginal; the compass of the
harpsichord, however, is greater than that of the
virginal, and it usually has two keyboards instead
of one. As compared to the piano, the tone of
the harpsichord is much more brilliant, and more
distinct; harpsichord music loses much of its
sparkle and charm when played on the piano.
Bach also wrote extensively for the clavichord,
which is more nearly like the modern piano; con
sequently, his clavichord music is much more
easily adapted for piano than is that for the harp
sichord. In Bach's orchestral music the same un
derlying principle is to be found; here the con
trapuntal voices are delineated by the various
tone colors of the orchestra. The orchestra of
Bach's day, however, was much smaller than the
twentieth century orchestra, both in the number
of players and in the variety of instruments; the
brass section was reserved for particular effects
Continued on Page 25
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Toward a More Efficient System
Of Education
By Charles McKinley, Jr.
An article such as Mr. McCleary's Educational
Strea?nlining must necessarily omit many of the
minor details of a discussion of modern educa
tion, yet, it seems to me that they are problems
that deserve consideration.
Any formal plan of education is Utopian and
except for small experimental groups, it would
be difficult to find any institution in which several
systems might be practised and analysed for
their efficacy. In a college of even so small a
number as three hundred students, too many ele
ments appear which prevent an educational plan
from working with much more than a fifty per
cent efficiency.
A most important factor of the working of
any such plan is the student's attitude towards his
work. Everyone realizes that a college education
strengthens his chances for a competitive position,
yet many lose their educational perspective. For
many the first two or three years of their college
course are scarcely more than a superficial exer
cise, to be performed with the least possible ef
fort. Snap courses are actually popular, although
these courses may be far removed from the major
fields of the students enrolled in them. And there
are students who depend upon summaries, re
views, and indexes for the preparation of assign
ed material. Fortunately many of these people
find themselves recovering from their intellectual
inertia while they still have time to take advant
age of the more serious methods of learning of
fered them. Those who never see a reason for
mental effort and who never experience intellect
ual curiosity would retard the progress of any
educational plan.
Few college libraries or science laboratories
can supply the needs or wants of progressive stu
dents. By progressive students I mean those who
know definitely what fields of study they wish to
pursue, and for whom classwork assignments are
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but a small portion of their intellectual under
taking. Perhaps I err in suggesting that educa
tional plans be instituted for such students, since
they represent a small group in any college. I
certainly believe that they should not be made to
conform to a system which undertakes to educate
the large majority of students, many of whom at
the completion of their four years' program of
college education have not discovered a field in
which they would like to pursue their life work.
So much for obstacles confronting an educa
tional plan.
In the matter of specialized education I am
inclined to agree with Mr. McCleary's ideas. I
believe that specialization should begin upon en
trance into college. Two years of generalized
study seem to be nothing more than marking
time and a more or less inadequate preparation
for two years of concentrated study. And I can
not consider this period of generalization as con
tributing to a liberal education. Usually this gen
eral field is made up of five or six courses that
allow only a brief examination of the several irrelated subjects. This emphasis on a few details
makes more for confusion than anything else. For
students of literature, social science, philosophy,
or languages, a natural science course is more
likely to arouse a distaste for science than to con
tribute to the learning of the student, and it b
time wasted.
A liberal education, doubtless, is most desir
able, but it is an even more Utopian conception
than specialization. My quarrel lies between
specialized and generalized schemes, and I cafl
only hope that some plan of specialized education
might lead to a liberal accumulation of knowledge.
In preparatory or high school, we take a v0
cational, general, or college-preparatory courseIn the latter of these classifications we pursue a
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general sort of education in our study of mathe
matics, history, literature, sciences, and languages.
We taste several fields of study in order to select
one upon which we mean to concentrate in college.
During our first two years in college we are
subjected to a general education before we can
specialize. We have had six years of this sort
of education and realize at this point that we
have two more years ahead of us in which to dip
into a field that we know to be too vast for more
than a hurried examination. Under such a plan,
it seems to me that college study is little more
than a glorified prep school education.
An intelligent person will admit that it is wise
to have some knowledge of fields other than his
own, but I believe that one who is intelligent
enough to retain the knowledge he has gained
rom an extended general education would pur
sue those fields just as well and to the extent he
felt necessary, through his avocational reading,
would not rule out generalized education, but I
would confine it to the period of high school
stu y. Let colleges offer a specialized plan.
o those who will ask how many men at the
ge o eighteen are able to choose a field of speia ization, I must offer an unsatisfactory answer,
can only say that the eighteen year old mind is
probably not ready to settle upon a field of conn ration, but I feel too, that the two year offer
a review of high school education contributes
ery llttle towards settling upon a life work.
j, Under the Present plan, the man who enters

co

th HT e^teen leaves, at twenty-two, feeling
VS juSt keginning to grasp the work he has
C
C
as k*s major field.
vp.
He feels that in one
m
r
deal ° ^he would be able to accomplish a great
at ke m'£ht have been able to arrive at
a -°r *
s actory understanding had the first
two
years been aS s ec a z
wouM
i_ P * b ed as the last two. And I
say
e tbat I think eighteen a premature
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the m
u t0 ^ C°UeSe WOrk- 1 know that
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For a solution to the problem of age I can offer no
suggestions.
To return to the question of specialization ver
sus general education let me point out the weak
ness in the matter of efficiency in the latter. Dur
ing the two year period of generalization, let us
assume that ten courses are covered. Five of these
will be courses of diversification which may or
may not be pertinent to the major field chosen
later. If two of the remaining five are pertinent
to the minor field, three courses are left which
may be either irrelevant to or part of the major
field of study. If they do belong to the latter
they will very likely be general or survey courses.
Doubtless the material studied in these three
courses will be treated more fully in seminar
courses during the two year period of specializa
tion. How much better it would be to use at
least one of the first two years for additional con
centrated study than for study of courses that
would be covered a second time more thoroughly.
Perhaps I write too much from my own ex
perience in the department of literature. I would
not say that one method will apply to all branches
of knowledge. I woud not recommend that the
college function under a single plan, but rather
under a set of plans, each department working
out a method that produced most efficient results
for that particular field. But let the whole stu
dent body operate under a specialized plan.
Business employs efficiency experts; why
shouldn't colleges ? Instead of presenting a wealth
of knowledge to college students and asking them
to sort out of one field the small amount of ma
terial that may apply in another, why not correlate
these relationships at the point of their occurrence
in the course of study? This seems to me to be
advisable, even if it is necessary to call in a pro
fessor from another field occasionally. If phil
osophy is related to seventeenth century litera
ture, let the relationship be pointed out in the
literature course with a little more than casual
comment, and in the study of the relationships of
literature and philosophy, make use of that ma
terial alone which is pertinent and let irrelevancies to points in question alone. If Latin is neces
sary to the study of biology, then study only the
Continued on Page 25
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Strictly Unconventional
(A SKETCH)
By Edward S. Clements
(On: "Unforeseen Events So Often Shape The
Coures of Human Affairs.")
It was six o'clock on a lovely morning in May.
Here and there in the trees of the upper New
York countryside, birds sent out intimate messages
to each other, which, in substance, were under
stood by the whole world. The estate of J. (for
John) T. (for Timothy) Jones, the guiding spirit
of Jones' Jams and Jellies, basked peacefully in
the balmy air. Outside, the sun beat upon the
scene. Inside, in the master bedroom, seventeen
little men with hammers beat upon the head of
J. T. Jones. The reactions of the two were quite
different, however. The estate, as we have said
before, basked. The owner, however, swore vio
lently, kicked off the covers, stubbed his toe on
the end of the bed, swore more violently, jumped
out of bed, felt his head explode, groped for support, grabbed a floor-lamp and the bed clothes,
and fell none too gracefully to the floor. All this
being done in about ten seconds, it clipped about
four seconds from the record for 250-pounders.
Mr. Jones did not know this, however. He was
quite oblivious, hiccoughing gently with each
snore.
In the kitchen, the cook surveyed what, in a
spirit of understatement, might have been term
ed wreckage. The linoleum bore marks of hav
ing been recently used for a game of tit-tat-too.
In a corner, a dozen or so beer bottle cases were
neatly stacked. The bottles were all outside the
window. The window was also outside. Some
one, no doubt inadvertently, has forgotten to
open the window when a group of embryo Carl
Hubbells had gone into spring training. The
cook clucked her teeth. Below the shelf, near
the window, lay pieces of Limoges service plate.
Wild pitch" was the cook's verdict. Under the
stove, a scrawny little man sprawled blissfully
unconscious. In one arm, he clutched a coat-rack,
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and in the other a boiled ham. On his shirt front
was pencilled, in large and shaky letters, this leg
end:
If not called for in five days, deliver to:
Jenkins' Department Store — President's
Office,
Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Haskell, the butler, was feeling far from
cheerful. The sounds of revelry from below,
coupled with his usual insomnia, had resulted in
a very sleepless night for him. He wandered
moodily from room to room. In the dining room,
he stopped short. The legs of the table had been
sawed off about two inches from the top. From
the underside of it, someone had driven several
neatly-spaced rows of spikes. And on these,
dressed only in a loin-cloth, a turban, and a large
black beard, a man of brown complexion was
sleeping peacefully. Haskell shuddered.
In the living room, a large man, with a lamp
shade perched at a jaunty angle on his head, was
on all fours, stalking a bear rug with a broom.
Haskell was a great reader of poetry. A line of
Walter de la Mare's concerning 'the last man
left awake,' seemed to him to be singularly ap
propriate. He coughed discreetly. The man
turned around, shook his finger waggishly at
Haskell and losing his balance, fell flat on his
face. He did not move. Haskell shook his head
disappointedly. He recognized the large man as
Mr. Gorgon, a big plunger in Wall Street, who
had made millions from Golden Snake CopperAnd Haskell, who occasionally took a small ftyer
on the market, had wanted to ask Mr. Gorgon
for a tip or two. Fate, reflected Haskell, is very
unkind. In the middle of the room, a man with
horn-rimmed glasses was lying on his stomach,
disconsolately plucking, one by one, the strings
of a smashed bull-fiddle. He was weepingHaskell, who thought it best not to disturb the
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figure in his hour of sorrow, recognized it as Mr.
Hep-Cat Hardley, the "Juggernaut of Jam."
The gardener, MacTish, looked at the group
of horses, contentedly nibbling on his prize pe
tunias, and wept softly. He had heard the party
rushing through the gates last night yelling "Into
the Valley of Death rode the six hundred," but
he never imagined they would return with their
horses. Over in front of the wall near the gate,
lay a man with a biggish lump on his head. A
horse lay nearby, in a similar state. MacTish
estimated that they had missed the 'valley' by at
least six feet. The man he recognized as the
president of the New York and Western Rail
road.
In the rock-garden, MacTish looked twice at
the fountain. The statue had been immensely
improved by the addition of a mustache, and a
coat of purple paint. What MacTish had at
first thought to be a copy of Robin's "Thinker"
proved to be that eminent young composer,
eorge Gatski, resplendently clad in pink tights
and a "beware of the dog" sign. On the front
ln lar£e purple letters, was painted "Smallpox.
The chauffer gazed at the garage. Five cars
were parked in a space usually filled by two. He
^ent to phone the wrecker.
At four o clock that afternoon the sun beat
own on the basking estate of Mr. J. T. Jones.
Jones head was but a dull throb. The guests
had
gone, and the place more-or-less restored to
its n fma Wa
k ,? * ^
Everyone agreed that it
had been quite a party.
The
wh' h

Severa^ unusual events occured,
news. Jones' Jam and Jellies engaged Mr. He
Jam" f • P~^at Elardley, the "Juggernaut of
ltS new radio Program, "Jam for Jam."
Ale^
nCXt

made

night staf d^1^^ S kand ^ad t0 cance^ a one"
pper Greentown, Ohio. No reason was giVen.
suits at U 0% discJenkin's Department Store sold
eon k ,
°unt, and lost its shirts. GorLead
* *00>000 shares of Golden Snake
Y followed the tip. The next day, the
stock d
the mine^h^f ^ points when it was found that
produced for 15 years. Golden
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Snake Copper continued to soar. In Red Gulch,
Nevada, two New York and Western trains met
at sixty miles an hour on a track meant for one,
which proved to be rather unfortunate. Someone
had bungled, was the concensus of opinion. In
Chicago, the Philharmoic Symphony Orchestra
agreed to introduce George Gatski's newest tone
poem, entitled "Two Rabbits Equipped with Seal
Beam Headlights Chasing a Cornstalk Around a
Grade Crossing in February With a Horsewhip."
In Snodgrass, New York, one Angus MacTish
went berserk, muttering about plowed peonies
and purple rock-gardens. And in New York City,
the Superba Auto Sales sold five new Superbas,
a record for a single day. All these things made
news. All happened in widely scattered parts of
the country.

PHIL
Continued from page 16
I felt as though someone had yanked the insides out of me and filled me with ice. I drove
back up the hill, and left the car in the drive. I
walked up the steps to the ballroom slowly, know
ing exactly what I was going to do.
I spotted them as soon as I stepped inside. Phil
turned and saw me, and motioned to the orches
tra leader. I could hear the opening bars of
"Smoke Gets In Your Eyes" from a long way off
as I started across the floor. The others, sensing
excitement, did not begin dancing. Phil put his
hand over Jean's, tilting his chin and half-closing
his eyes. He never moved, and the instant I drove
my knuckles into his face I knew that it was his
greatest victory.
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"DOC" FIXIT'S
Auto Radiator — Bumper
Fender — Muffler Repairing
Electric and Acetyline Welding

L. C. PENN

THE ALCOVE
* Restaurant

* Candy Shop
M Soda Grill

5 & 10c

Complete 5 and 10c lines
Best in 25c to $1.00 lines
MOUNT VERNON

Mt. Vernon, O.

WORLEY'S
MEN'S WEAR
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

25c to $1.00

TAYLOR STORES

A Complete Line of Musical Supplies
11 W. Vine St.

Mount Vernon

Rugs

Furniture

Stoves

SCOTT FURNITURE COMPANY
PHONE 1567
128 S. Main St.

Mt. Vernon, O.

Mt. Vernon Beverage Co.
BERGHOFF—SHLITZ
BOTTLE and DRAFT

R. V. HEADINGTON

Compliments

SUPER SERVICE STATION
Dependable Products — Reliable Service
Vine and Mulberry Sts.
Mt. Vernon, O.

of a

KENYON
Compliments
of

ALUMNUS

Dr. Baube
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BACH
Continued from Page 19
and was seldom used in the full orchestra. The
New Friends of Music Orchestra of New York is
an excellent modern example of the eighteenth
century type of orchestra. It is a mistake to at
tempt arrangements of Bach's music for the large
symphony orchestra, for in so doing the music
loses the very quality which makes it beautiful.
To understand Bach's music one must have a
thorough knowledge of the musical forms which
he used. As was stated above, Bach wrote both
harmony and polyphony. In listening to harmony,
we must think of music in a vertical fashion; each
chord is a unit in itself and progresses harmon
iously to the next. Polyphony, on the other hand,
may be described as horizontal music; the unit of
polyphony is not a chord but a short melody, or
theme, which is combined in various ways with
itself to form the whole. Little explanation of
the harmony-melody music is necessary, for our
ears are accustomed to this style of writing
whether it be in a popular song, a hymn tune, or
a Mendelssohn symphony. All the music we know
est contains an obvious melody with a harmonic
accompaniment. For this reason Bach's many
c orales, preludes, and other melodic and har
monic works are easily understood by the twen
tieth century audience. The fugue and other conrapuntal forms, however, have as their basis a
s ort central theme which is announced at the
eginning of the fugue without any harmonic
ac ground; the second voice enters with the
ame theme while the first voice develops it. The
rst and second voices then continue the develop
ment while the third voice pronounces the theme,
S0 on unbl all the voices are in. The theme
f
m^rs in the various voices as the fugue conan^8' °^ten aPPearing in other keys, rhythms,
inversions, until at the end the voices are
ug t together to form a satisfactory conclusion.
founHU^Ue ^ ^°^owe<^ *n th*s fashion, it will be
tellen- ^ COnta"1 an extraordinary amount of inbec C US 3S WC^ aS emoti°nal pleasure; if not, it
trasTT S h°peleSS mass of confusion. The conimp°rtant part
the
development of'a' P'ayS
ny
contrapuntal
composition;
to
kee a u
gue alive and interesting, each entrance
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of the theme must be clear and distinct. The
character of the music itself sometimes provides
for this, but usually an inner voice can be most
distinctly revealed by contrasting the tone color,
between swell and great on the organ, between
violin and oboe in the orchestra.
It is clear that if Bach's music is to be appreci
ated, it must be judged and interpreted on eigh
teenth century standards; if it is played in twen
tieth century fashion, it loses the very character
istics of clarity, dignity, and brilliance which
make it the finest music ever written.

Toward A More Efficient
System of Education
Continued from Page 21
particular phase of Latin that correlates itself to
biology.
There are those who will say that specializa
tion leads to a narrowing of intellect, that one
who specializes becomes so engrossed in his own
field that he will soon lose sight of any other.
But we live under a system of competition, and it
is the man with the extensive knowledge of his
field who advances.
I do not believe it too Utopian an idea to ap
proach education along lines of specialization
with pertinent phases of related subjects studied
along with the main field of concentration. It is
not impossible that through such a plan of study
the student might advance to wisdom.

The Camera Considered
Continued from page 11
changeless form—a form not ideal, but real—we
may say that the photograph is the best medium
of doing this yet discovered and that its pure and
true function is complete objectivity. Any thing in
teresting to men is a subject for a photograph.
Men as imitative demiurgi produce photography;
men as original demiurgi produce art, but this is
another matter.
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PARADISE LUNCH SHOP

Breakfast

Luncheon

Dinners

Special Chops and Steak Dinners

"Under Curtis Hotel"

THE ELITE CAFE

High Grade Wines — Highballs and Beer

Open Day and Night
224 So. Main St.
Mt. Vernon

"One of Ohio's Oldest Stores"

Phone 195

GEM LAUNDRY

RINGWALT'S
"THE STORE THAT VALUES BUILT"
Five and Ten Cent Goods, Specialties, Etc.

SINCE 1902

Mt. Vernon

For Incidentals

POND CHEVROLET CO.

Ohio

Mount Vernon
COZY GRILL

Sherwin-Williams Paint

THE FRANK E. KIRBY CO.

Shop at

S. S. KRESGE CO.

A Combination You Cannot Beat
Birge Wallpaper

Mt. Vernon

Albert E. Auskings

F. W. WOOLWORTH CO.
121 So. Main Street

7 N. Main St.

QUALITY
Foods — Liquors — Mixed Drinks
— OPPOSITE POST OFFICE —
DRINK

Sales and Service
122 W. High St.

Mt. Vernon
IN BOTTLES.

SMITH'S

When in Need of Anything

DINER

Try Us First!

THE TOPS IN FOODS
Never Closed

Mt. Vernon

DOWDS - RUDIN
KNOX COUNTY'S GREATEST STORE

Compliments

Ohio

Mt. Vernon

of the
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PEIRCE HALL

Pitkin's Provision Store

COFFEE SHOP

"Everything to Eat"
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Middle Age
Continued from Page 7
"Menfo'ks' runnin' roun' at night. Doc Palm
er s a bach'lor-man, an' she say she see'em all
'bout his place sooner 'r later."
His wife had quit sipping her coffee and was
staring at Cookie.
Who, for instance, Cookie? Let us in on it."
Ihe cook turned to him and looked at him
blankly. "You, boss-man."
His wife stood up at her place, her napkin in
ber hand. Her eyes filled with tears. "After all
these years! she said. "Cookie, you've forgotten
your place for the first time after all these years."
Cookie put her hands under her apron, looked
at her feet a moment, and then looked up at him,
her own eyes wet. Her words came almost like
screams: "Hattie say she seen y'!"
Her mistress sat down, put one elbow on the
table, and hid her face in her napkin. "I'm dis
appointed in you, Cookie. Go to the kitchen," she
said.
Cookie went through the swinging door with
out looking at her mistress.
In a moment his wife looked up at him and
ai » I m sorry. I d not thought she was capable
of a thing like that."
Why, it s alright . . . for what she said,
octors will be talked about," he said.
His wife seemed, he thought, not to hear him.
band^Pk
her.

^

servant

of mine talking to my hus-

Its only old-nigger upitiness," he reassured

He looked at her directly and she smiled. She
told him she would leave the back light on, for
lately the nights had been cloudy and dark. As he
stopped in the hall to pick up his hat and his case,
he heard Cookie come through the swinging door.
"Now, Cookie, I want to have a little talk
with you," his wife said.
And Cookie said, "Yes'm, Mizz."
Phone 930

206 S. Mulberry St.
Mount Vernon

BEBOUT & LEEDY
Ford - Mercury - Lincoln - Zephyr

HECKLER'S
Mount Vernon's Leading

2 — DRUG STORES — 2

I shall speak to her tonight," she said,
promise you."

"I

O, I suppose you'll have to fire her."
She looked at
Cain cu
her features composed aCr
and
her h " " ^ ^ ^
*n a ser*es °f Pats over
air No, no, she said. "I can't fire Cookie.
I'll
PCa to her tonight. It'll never happen
again."

He

She smiled at him. "There's no danger. I'll
have a talk with her tonight."
She helped him on with his overcoat. He said,
"Got to see some country people tonight. Might
even have to drive over to Jackson and do an oper
ation." She was buttoning his coat. "Appen
dectomy," he said, "County Hospital."
"I can't have her talking that way to my hus
band," she said aloud but to herself. "But I
won't fire her," she said to him. "She honestly
loves us all, I'm sure. She's a member of the
family. She may have spoken out of turn tonight,
but she would never speak outside the family."

he ought to be given her walking papers."

watch Tu- himSdf a Second CUP of coffee and
said "Sk S W^C dosely P*e frowned again and
ta^ to y°u *-hat way some day.
That's
ought."
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"DIXIE"
BY

DAN EMMETT
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I

JEWELL
ICE
CREAM
0 ICE CREAM is a versatile
food - equally as good in one
of those gooey delights at the
corner fountain or in milk
shakes, cones or just "Plain"...

ENJOY ICE CREAM EVERY DAY AT YOUR FAVORITE FOUNTAIN

The Jacobs Shoe Repair Shop

The People's Bank of Gambier

and

Your Account Solicited and Appreciated

Sohio Service Station
Gambier
Ohio

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Inc.

MEET YOUR FRIENDS
at the

SUNSET CLUB
Choice Food and Wine - Dance - Liquor and Beer
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